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Data Release: U.S. manufacturing sector back in expansion mode in September 

 The Institute for Supply Management (ISM) manufacturing index rose 2.1 points to 51.5 in 
September. The reading was well above consensus expectations, which called for a more modest 
rebound to 50.4.   

 Most subcomponents experienced increases, with new orders (+6.0 to 55.1), backlog of orders 
(+4.0 to 49.5), and production (+3.2 to 52.8) showing particularly strong gains. The import sub-
index was also up (+2.0) but at 49.0 remains in contractionary territory, while new exports ticked 
lower (-0.5) but remained in expansionary mode at 52.0.  

 The sub-component for prices paid remained unchanged at 53.0 while employment index rose by 
1.4 points to 49.7.  

 The spread between new orders and inventories – a leading indicator of activity – surged from 0.1 
to 5.6.  

 Only seven of the eighteen industries reported growth, led by nonmetallic minerals, furniture, 
textiles, and food & beverage. 

Key Implications 

 After slipping into contractionary territory last month, the ISM manufacturing index regained its 
footing in September, helping alleviate some anxiety of the health of the U.S. industry. 
Encouragingly, most key components recorded robust gains with leading indicators pointing to 
continued progress ahead.  

 For one, the external environment appears to be slightly more constructive. September PMIs 
across Asia and Europe have been broadly higher, suggesting that global manufacturing activity 
is on a modest uptrend with the fallout from Brexit not materially impactful on the sector at this 
point. In fact, the U.K. index has been on a tear recently, helped by a lower sterling, with the 
currency trading at a three-year low versus the euro this morning on recently announced Brexit 
timetable. 

 Still, the U.S. dollar has been very stable in recent months with the greenback likely to remain 
rangebound going forward given the very muted pace of any Federal Reserve hikes. Alongside 
diminishing drag from energy sector investment, with rig counts rising modestly in recent weeks, 
and resilient domestic demand, we expect U.S. manufacturing to continue to make modest 
progress in the coming months. 
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